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Health Clinic

Design Challenge
your mission is to invent, build, and test ways to
redesign the health clinic experience.
name: ______________________________________________________________________

MODE

Empathize
The first step of the design process is to gain empathy so you can
better understand how people interact with your challenge.

Write 3-5 questions to help you learn more
about your interviewee(s)’s experience:

what :: how :: why
what is this person (or persons) doing?
Notice what is happening both with the person and the
context he/she is functioning within.
how are they doing it?
pretend you are describing the picture to someone
not looking at it.
why are they doing it this way?
take a guess. start to form a story. then ask.

Go Interview and Observe!

MODE

Empathize
Interview tips: ask why :: encourage
stories :: don’t be afraid of silence :: don’t
suggest answers to your questions

REFLECT

Test

Summarize what you did in this step:

Record or sketch any interesting responses/
insights/inferences/behaviors that you notice
[Remember, what :: how :: why]

How did I feel while in this process mode? Why?

What questions do I have?

MODE

REFLECT

Empathize

Test
Testing tips: do not explain your prototype too much :: do
people understand what it is without too much help? :: let
go of your prototype :: how do people use it? :: be open to
feedback—learn from your prototype :: which parts of your
prototype work well? :: which parts of your prototype don’t
work well?

Summarize what you did in this step:

It’s time to test out your idea and share it with others!
Fill out the chart below as you are testing.
Use the tips to help you.
+ likes

? questions

How did I feel while in this process mode? Why?

∆ changes

new ideas

What questions do I have?

MODE

Define
Before coming up with solutions, you need to pick the person
you want to help. Compile information from your interviews,
including different users, needs, and insights you found.
quotes and defining
words

REFLECT

Prototype
Summarize what you did in this step:

thoughts and beliefs

actions and behaviors

feelings and emotions

How did I feel while in this process mode? Why?
The Point of View Statement:
-has empathetic language about the
user (specific!)
-identifies a need that is deep &
emotional (verb!)
-incorporates unexpected insights
(observation + interpretation)

A Sample POV:
A wellness-conscious, Zenseeking woman needs to see a
link between a product and the
process that created it because
for her, imperfections are visual
indicators of purity.

Write your final POV statement below:
Your User

needs

because

User’s Need

Insight

What questions do I have?

MODE

Prototype

REFLECT

Define

What is a prototype?
pro·to·type [proh-tuh-tahyp]
n.
A first or preliminary model of something, from
which other forms are developed or copied.

Summarize what you did in this step:

Why build?
You build physical prototypes to help your ideas take
shape, to share your ideas with others and to test out
how your ideas look, feel and work.

How did I feel while in this process mode? Why?
Building tips: keep it rough :: prototypes are not
supposed to be perfect--learn from the building
process :: what can you make to get the best
feedback or to convey the experience of your
idea in the best way?

Make prototypes of 1 or 2 of your ideas!

What questions do I have?

MODE

Ideate
With your POV statement in mind, write a number of ‘How
might we...’ statements.

Why use a ‘How might we…’ statement?

A ‘How might we…’ statement (HMW) will launch you into a
(hopefully) generative ideation session by setting up the creation of
solutions in a pinpointed, optimistic way.

REFLECT

Ideate
Summarize what you did in this step:

Write your favorite HMW from your team’s list below!

How might we...

How did I feel while in this process mode? Why?
Once you have generated a number of HMW statements, decide (as a
team) which ones would generate the most compelling brainstorming
session. Don’t be afraid to try out something wild!

Brainstorming tips: defer judgment :: go for volume :: one
conversation at a time :: be visual :: headline :: build on the
ideas of others :: stay on topic :: encourage wild ideas

Write or sketch your favorite idea from your team’s brainstorm:

What questions do I have?

